
New on DVD: TV

ER: The Complete Seventh Season 
Season 7 (2000-2001) of Michael Crichton's enduring medical drama opens on Dr. 
Carter (Noah Wyle) returning from rehab just in time to witness a high-school rivalry 
become a riot in the ER, and continues on apace from th ...Full review 

Series Info | Buy It 

Robson Arms: The Complete First Season
Set in a once grand but slowly sliding-into-decay downtown Vancouver, 
B.C., apartment house, this deft Canadian comedy series is an anthology 
by way of a sitcom, with each episode taking us behind another door and 
another life, and observing the way they touch, ricochet, and at times 
intertwine with one another. Its plays like a series of interconnected short 
stories, or perhaps little songs about love and loss, complete with its own 
troubadours to ease us into each new story. Being Canadian, it's both 
frank and playful about sexuality and drug use and features nudity and 
language that wouldn't pass censors on U.S. broadcast TV. It also has a 
classically dry and askew Canadian sense of humor and a tendency to 
sprinkle bittersweet pieces throughout the sweet- and- sour comedy. 
Megan Follows and Mark McKinney star in the first story, as a newly 
separated single mom and a widower exercise nut (respectively), and 
Margot Kidder and William B. Davis appear in later episodes as a married 
couple with serious relationship issues. John Cassini blows through every 
episode as the sleazy building super. Features 13 episodes on two discs, 
with two separate commentary tracks on the season finale and two brief 
featurettes. Close 

Series Info | Buy It 

American Dad! Volume 2
From Seth MacFarlane and his "Family Guy" collaborators, Mike Barker and 
Matt Weitzman, comes another animated farce, this one about an all-
American family with a father who just happens to be a CIA agent. In 
episodes fr ...Full review 

Series Info | Buy It 

The War at Home: The Complete First Season
Michael Rappaport and Anita Barone are suburban parents just trying keep 
a lid on their kids: a 16-year-old daughter (Kaylee DeFer) eager to jump 
into the dating scene, an oddball 15-year-old son (Kyle Sullivan) who 
like ...Full review 

Series Info | Clip | Buy It 

Alexander Hamilton
Originally made for the PBS documentary series "American Experience," 
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